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Taos Valley Orchards Com- Committee on Territories Re- Woman Suffragettes Last Tornado
Strikes Aviation Unusual Honors Paid Roose- They Compate Notes and
Field and Brings Death
ports Adversely on Provelt by Haughty Court
pany Filed Incorporation
Night Resented Hearing
Report Progress All
and Ruin
posed Change
Papers Today.
Homely Truth
at Vienna
Along Line
I

I

INSPECTORS

DEPUTY GOAL OIL

ELEPHANT BUTTE DAM PROJECT BUT THEY WERE SORRY TODAY PARSONS HAS NARROW ESCAPE VISITS

EMPEROR LOOKS

AOSJIAN

BADJ0R

OKLAHOMA

Tax Levy of Only Four Mills for Another Hitch That Attorney Told Ladies That Their Conduct Colorado and Wyoming Report As Special Mark of Esteem Given Democratic Politicians Tried to
General Must Straighten'
Territorial Purposes Next
Proved Their Lack of Self- -'
Blizzard and Killing
Audience in Private
Suppress Petition Signed by
Out.
Year.
Restraint.
Frost.
Apartments.
40,000.
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent
today announced officially that the
will be eleven
tax rate for 1910-1mills, divided as follows: Territorial
institutions 5.50 mills; territorial pur-

Special to the New Mexican.

Mourmelon, France, April 15. A
Washington. April 15. The President of the United States, the first tornado struck the aviation field at
chief executive of the nation ever to Camp de Chalons today. Three workgreet a convention of woman's suf- man were killed and three injured.
fragists last night had tlhe courage to The work shops of Henri Farman
confess his opinion and was hissed. So wore destroyed and nine machines
great was the throng that sought ad- were wrecked, causing a loss of
mission to the hall, that hundreds
Several aeroplane and dirigible
were turned away.
balloon sheds were blown down.
President Taft was welcoming to
Gale Swept Aspen.
Washington tlhe delegates to the conAspen, Colo., April 15. A sixty mile
vention of the National Woman's Suf- an hour gale, accompanied by a heavy
frage mission. He had told them downpour of hail and rain, swept over
frankly that he was not altogether in this city last night, causing damage
sympathy with the suffrage move- estimated at $10,000. Several houses
ment and was ' explaining why he were blown down, hundreds of wincould not subscribe fully to its prin- dows shattered and the electric
lignt
ciples. He said he(!hought one of the service crippled.
womin
to
dangers
grantijlg suffrage
Blizzard in Wyoming.
en was that thr women as a whole
Cheyenne,
Wyo., April 15. A blizwere not interested in it and that the
zard raged over most of Wyoming
women
are concerned Uom
ballot, as fa as
midnight until 10 o'clock today
would be controlled by the "less dewhen
it began to clear.
Freezing
class."
sirable
weather is expected tonight.
Wrhen these words fell from the
Tornado in Kansas.
President's lips, the walls of the conParsons, Kan., April 15. A tornado
vention hall echoed a chorus of femi- which
yesterday swept away barns
nine hisses. It was no feeble demonouthouses in its 200 feet o path,
stration of protest. The combined and
hisses sounded as if a valve on a also sucked dry Bachelor creek for a
steam engine had broken. President considerable area. While the damage
Taft stood unmoved during the dem- to property was great no lives were
onstration of hostility for the hissing lost, so far as is known. The tornado
continued but a moment ami then, came within two miles of Parsons and
smiling as he spoke, he answered the traversed northwest to southwest
unfavorable greeting witlh this retort; Telephone poles were twisted out of
were
"Now, my dear ladies, you rausi the ground and a cow and a calf
show yourselves capable of suffrage carried two hundred feet.
Jack Frost at Grand Junction.
by exercising that degree of restraint
which is necessary in the conduct of Grand Junction, Colo., April 15.
government affairs by not hissing." The fires from thousands of smudge
pots dotted the length and breadth of
Suffragettes Make Amends.
the Grand valley last night. Practi15.
In expiation
Washington, April
cally every able bodied man in the
of the hissing, the convention today
valley assisted the fruit growers to
of
a
and
resolution
thanks
adopted
save their crops.
words
the President's
appreciation-foExceptional Rains at Portales.
of welcome. The resolution described
N. M., April 15. The fall
Portales,
ofMr. Taft as first incumbent of his
of rain here has been exceptional,
fice to recognize officially the determcoming with excessive hail showers.
ination to .secure a complete
The hail stacked up on the roof of Ed
J. Mers furniture sy;ore unltil the
was blocked and he found
drainage
FREE ADVERTISING FOR
his drug and furniture rooms covered
TWO PUGS. with water. The rain is of incalculable value to the farmers.
Snow at Carrizozo.
Reporters Keep Track of Their TrainCarrizozo, N. M., April 15. 'Snow
ing Quarters in California and
Denver, Colo., April 15. Henry S.
fell here for an hour and the temperChicago.
Graves, successor to Gifford Pinchot
ature has dropped several degrees.
in the United States forestry departSnow has fallen in the mountains,
a
111., April 15
After
lay
Chicago,
ment and James R. Garfield former
which
was badly needed, as the counto
his appearance in court,
off due
secretary of the interior, will attend
around
here was getting pretty
try
Johnson
in
a
hard
Jack
put
training
the next session of tlhe Colorado conThe ground is well saturated
servation commission at the state session yesterday. He walked and dry.
ran ten miles, boxed with Cutler and with moisture now, which facilitates
house Monday.
As this is the first official visit of Cotton and finished the day's training spring plowing.
Graves to Colorado, his speech will be with an hour's gymnastic work. The
awaited with interest. Garfield is ex- champion asserted that if he did not TERRIFIC EXPLOSION
IN ANCIENT HAMBURG.
pected to indorse the Roosevelt con- get mixed up with the courts he will
servation policy. J. Arthur Eddy is continue this sort of work until he
scheduled for a speech against the leaves fo- - the coast. Johnson dis-- ' Three Great Warehouses Destroyed
and Several Persons Killed in
present conservation policy. Speeches 'played keen interest in the Langford-Barralso will be made by Attorney General
Flames.
fight. When told the result he
John T. Barnett, State Engineer said that either Barry is improving cr
Comstock, Professor L. G. Carpenter, Langford is going back.
Hamburg, April 15. A terrific exA. L. Fellows and General Irving Hale.
Jeffries in Gloom.
occurred in a building in the
plosion
Ben Lomond, Calif., April 15. This bonded warehouse district this afteris Jim Jeffries thirty-firs- t
birthday, noon.
Several persons were killed
but owing to the illness of Mrs. Jef- and three great warehouses destroyIS
fries and the gloom cast over the ed
by the fire that followed the exfighter by the pending operation on plosion.
her, the festivities planned for the
Two Were Killed.
were abandoned. Yesterday, for
LIFE evenfirst
Hamburg, April 15. It was later
time in many years, Jeffries
the
faced a negro in the iring. On this learned that two laborers were killed
the explosion.
occasion, as on the previous one, by
Bob
was the black. He
Speaker Cannon Advises to has Armstrong
OF
been added to Jeffries
training NO StsSlUN TODAY
Toil With Hands, Feet
IN
HYDE TRIAL.
COURT
because
of his long association
camp
with Johnson, with whose style of
and Brains
fighting he is thoroughly familiar. Jef- Attorneys to Select Twelve Men From
fries made no attempt to unlimber his
Panel of
Tentative
Jurors.
CLUB heavy fistic artillery. His trainers
JOIN DON'T WORRY
have pointed out to him the urgent
necessity of taking the preliminary
Kansas City, ApTil 15. No regular
and Jeffries apparently is session of the court was held for the
Honor Thy Father and Mother work; slowly
heeding the advice.
Hyde murder trial today. The attor-- i
and Sing Even When Thou
neys were ordered yesterday after the
MARK TWAIN IS
Art Miserable.
selection of a temporary jury of
MUCH BETTER.
men to decide today which
twelve men they would retain, and
Attleboro, Ky., April 15. At the anFrom Angina Pectoris But report to the court at 5:30 o'clock this
nual banquet of the Pirriam Club last Suffering
Had Comfortable Night Hope
afternoon. It is probable that the
night, the feature was a letter to the
for Recovery.
opening statement of the prosecution
club from Speaker Cannon. He sent
Conn., April 15. Samuel will be made tomorrow morning.
the following rules as his version of L. Redding,
Clemens, who arrived home yesterthe art of long life: "Honor thy day, and who was suffering
from an- ANOTHER INVITATION
father and mother. Take no thought gina pectoris,
a comfortable
passed
FOR PRESIDENT TAFT.
of the morrow and don't worry. Work,
night. His general condition this
work, work, with the hands, feet, this morning is encouraging.
Inscribed on a Silver Plate Embedded
legs and brains. Learn to sing no matin a Miniature Bale of

C., April 15. The
Washington,
'
attorney general has requested the
secretary of the interior to answer
what he requires inserted in the court
poses 4 mills; road fund 1 mill; char- decree in the Rio Grande irrigation
itable institutions 1 mill; Capitol re- project; also whether or not a contest
building bonds sinking fund .05 of a will be made on amount of the commill; insane asylum bond sinking fund missioners' award. Upon the secre.05 of a mill.
tary's answer, the attorney general
Notaries Public Appointed.
will act promptly. It Is believed that
Governor Mills today appointed the
the secretary of the interior will make
following notaries public: Hiram M. a date with the President at the cabiDow, of Roswell, Chavti county; V. net
meeting today for consultation on
A. Tenney, Jr., Silver City, Grant
Rio Grande project by the secrethe
county; Edward S. Whii.i'head of Azand congressmen interested.
tary
San
Juan county.
tec,
After the speech by Tillman the
Incorporation.
A big irrigation enterprise filed in- senate committee on territories, decided to report tomorrow in favor of
corporation papers today in the office
of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. disapproving the act of the New Mexico legislature changing the county
chards Company, capitalized with half seat of Sierra county.
a million dollars divided into 5,000 Delegate Andrews obtained the apshares. The headquarters are at Taos pointment of postmaster at Gardiner,
and Alexander Gusdorf is named the, Colfax county, of Max G. Simgelow.
secured from
Delegate Andrews
territorial agent. The incorporators
and directors are: Alexander Gusdorf: the bureau of pensions, a pensjon for
60 shares; Bertha Gusdorf 10 shares;' John W. Vanderbark, of Rodeo, Grant
Gerson Gusdorf 10 shares, all of Taos; county, captaint of Company K, 20th
J. Ralph Young 60 shares; Callidore Indiana infantry; Robert L. Floyd, of
D. Weimer, 60 shares, both of Colora- - Pinos Altos, Company 8, coast artildo Springs. The company proposes to lery, $12. The bill for the relief of
build four irrigation projects taking Serpaio Romero, formerly postmaster
water out of the Ranchos del Rio of Ijas Vegas, has passed the Senate.
Grande, Canada de los Alamos, MiranDelegate Cameron introduced a bill
da Arroyo and Rio Chequito and to re- increasing the appropriation for the
claim the Cristoval de la Serna and Phoenix federal
building from
Rancho del Rio Grande grants.
to $200,000. Cameron secured a faMaps for Taos Pueblo Irrigation Pro- vorable report from the house committee in, public lands for a quarry reject.
General H. F. Robinson, irrigation serve. Mr. Cameron introduced
a bill
engineer for the Pueblo Indians, today granting two and a half acres of the
filed with Territorial Engineer Vernon
former prison grounds to the town of
L." Sullivan, maps of a very complete
Yuma.
survey of the Taos pueblo grant and
Mr, Cameron secured from the penreserravrs
on
the' Rio Pueblo sion
proposed
bureau a pension for Henry Hart-maand Rio Lucero.
of Phoenix, late of Company B,
Deputy Coal Oil Inspectors Named.
United States infantry, $12 a
eighth
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar.
tinez today appointed and reappoint- month.
He has recommended Tural free deed the following deputy coal oil inspectors: Orin A. Foster, Raton; M. livery between Metcalfe and the HarM. Padgett of Las Vegas; Thomas S. ris ranch in Graham county.
Hubbell of Albuquerque; J. Y. Thornton of Roswell; H. H. Betts of Silver SHOULD BE INVITED
City; W. A. Carmack of Alamogordo,
TO VISIT SANTA FE.
and Carl Spinner of El Paso, Texas.
1

$30,-00(-

$140,-00- 0
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FRANK PIERCE

TESTIFIED

TODAY.

Promises to Make Most Thorough
vestigation of Cunningham Coal

In-

Claims in Alaska.

Washington, D. C, April 15. Frank
Pierce, first assistant secretary of the
interior resumed his testimony before
the Ballinger-Pincho- t
investigation
committee today. The members asked Mr. Pierce if he would be the court
of last resort in deciding whether
Cunningham claimants are entitled to
their patents. Witness said that
neither the claimants nor the government would have an appeal from his
decision.
He said he supposed the
secretary of the interior tq have the
legal right to review his decision, but
could not recall a case where the secretary haad reversed or revised his decision.

'I want to say right here," exclaimed
Mr. Pierce, "no decision will be announced in these Cunningham claims
lawuntil every one of the twenty-fiv- e
yers of my department have made an
extensive examination of the record.
When this is done I shall send the
records to the department of agriculture and ask for a similar careful examination at the hands of the large
force of lawyers there."
Graves on Recent Decision.
Chicago, April 15. Foreseeing
--

end-

less litigation unless sheep raisers
clearly understand the full Import of
the recent decision of the federal supreme court in the
case relative to grazing on public
lands, the American Sheep Breeders
today published an explanatory letter
received from Forester H. L. Graves,
Mr. Graves says:
"As you may know, the defendants
were indicted by. the federal grand
jury for having driven stock on the
rational forest without permit. They
demurred to indictments on the
ground that the "law under which 'the
regulations are made is unconstitutional in that it undertakes to delegate executive power to an administrative officer. The court sustained
the demurrers and the United States
appealed to the supreme court which
affirmed the decision of the lower
court by an even division of the jus-Grlmaud-Carajoul-

s

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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SECRET

Vienna, April 15. Theodore Roose
velt and Kermit arrived at Vienna at
0:45 o'clock this morning. During the
morning, the former president drove
in a court carriage to the foreign office, and made a formal call on Count
Von Aehrenthal, the foreign minister.
At two this afternoon, Mr. Roosevelt
was driven to the Hofburg palace,
where he was received in audience by
Emperor Francis Joseph. As a special
mark of esteem, the emperor received
his guest in his private apartments instead as usual in the audience chamber. As Mr. Roosevelt entered the
court yard, the palace guard turned
out, and rendered him military honors.
From the palace, Mr. Roosevelt went
to the Capuchin church where rest
the bones of the Harpsburgs. There he
placed wreaths on the tombs of Empress Elizabeth and Crown Prince
Rudolph. A round of official calls followed. Tonight the officials of the foreign office will give a dinner at which
Mr. Roosevelt will be the guest of
honor. A crowd of several hundred
remained in front of the Hotel Kranz
throughout the day, and displayed the
keenest interest in Mr. Roosevelt's
comings and goings. At each appearance of the American, hats were raised
respectfully, but no other manifestation was made.
Roosevelt is Angry.
Vienna, April 15. Mr. Roosevelt
was indignant today when he learned
that a report had been printed in Paris and cabled to America that as one
of the results of the recent conference with Gifford Pinchot, was an
agreement on part of Roosevelt to allow his name to be used as a candidate for the presidency. Mr. Roose- velt reiterated he had not and would
not "make any declaration in regard
to American politics, while in Europe." He had talked with Mr. Pinchot, he said, as he would talk with
any other political friend. Mr. Roosevelt said he would hereafter, decline
to receive newspaper correspondents
who had given currency to this report.
A Notable Compliment.
Vienna, April 15. The emperor returned Mr. Roosevelt's call this afternoon. This is a notable compliment as
the aged monarch habitually returns
the visits only of reigning sovereigns,
and ambassadors on the occasion of
the presentation of their credentials.
PHILADELPHIA
CAR

ENDED.

Tomorrow Official Announcement Will
Be Made That Men Accept First
Offer.
Philadelphia, Pa., April 15. The an-

nouncement last night that the street
car strike would be officially declared
off tomorrow was received
by the
strikers and others with surprise and
satisfaction. It is understood that the
men go back on terms offered a
month ago.

T RIOT

OFJJG

Forty-seve-

STREET
STRIKE

IN

NEW

HI

Butcher's Wagon Seized and
Kerosene Poured Over
Its Contents.

n

;

forty-s-

CLOSE

UP ALL

SHOPS

Movement Has Spread to New-aron the New Jersey

k

Side.

even

ter how miserable. Sing and laugh PUGILIST DIES OF
and keep on a keepin on."
TUBERCULOSIS AT SILVER

San Francisco, April 15. Johnny
U. S. CONSUL AT
Murphy, one of the best known lightHONG KONG IS DEAD. weight prize fighters in the west, died
Hong Kong, April 15. William A. of tuberculosis at Silver City, N. M.,

Rublee, United States consul general
at Hong Kong, died today of perion-itiMr. Rublee was at one time pres.
ident of the Milwaukee Sentinel.

s.

Poured Kerosene Over Meat.
New York,
15. A crowd
April
Waco, Texas, April 15. President thronged Prince street, the center of
Taft will ibe waited upon by a com- the meat and groceries trade today. A
mittee of citizens in a few days. He mob of 7,000 men, women and childwill be invited to open the cotton pal- ren marched down Prince street last
ace exposition there he to name tb night defying the police to stop them.
date. The invitation will be inscrib- One butcher's wagon loaded with
ed on a silver plate, embedded in a stock was captured and kerosene
miniature cotton bale.
poured over the meat.
Cotton.

CITY

where he had gone in the hope of regaining his (health. A dispatch announcing his death was received by
Ed Nolan hia former rcanager.

Newark, N. J., April 15 That every
butcher shop in this city will be closed within twenty-fou- r
hours, to remain
closed until the wholesale dealers lower the price of meat was declared today by the President of the Butchers'
Association in commenting
on the
meat boycott which has jswept over the
city this week.

Washington, April 15. Reports from
various states in which campaigns are
being conducted, including South Da
kota, Oregon, Washington and Oklahoma were made before the National
Woman Suffrage Association today.
President Taft's address and manner
in which it was received were the topic of general conversation among the
delegates, and the hissing of the
President was termed "deplorable."
Report of the Treasurer.
D.
LTpton,

Washington,

riet Taylor

C. April

14.

Har-

treasurer of the national association, presented her report showing the" total receipts of the
year 19(10 to have been $21,46G.0S. The
disbursements were $19,814.50.
During the year the assocaition
spent about $fi,000 on organization and
sent to South Dakota alone, where a
campaign

is

now

o

$2,000.

treasurer's report in part was as

The
fol-

lows :
"Miss Emily Howland, of Sherwood,
N. Y., was the largest individual contributor during the year. The four

states having the largest membership
are, in their order, New York, Massachusetts, College League, Maryland
and Pennsylvania. The five states con
tributing the largest amounts of
money in their order are New York,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Louisiana and Ohio.
"The auxiliary associations showing
the greatest gain in membership are

College League, Maryland,
Illinois,
Kentucky and Connecticut.
"Virginia has organizel a promising society during the year and is
therefore admitted into the fold.
"States showing gain in membership are California, Connecticut," Dela
ware, District of Columbia, Georgia,
IJluiois, Indiana. Kentucky
aMine, Maryland,. Minnesota, Missis
sippi, New York. Rhode Island. Tpvss
Tennesse, Virginia, College League."
Oklahoma Women Determined.
Washington Anril 15. The rem-- f
of the Oklahoma Woman Suffrage As
sociation presented to the national
convention by President Kate H. Big-ger- s
shows that the women of the new
state are leading a dete
A petition bearing
nearly 40,000 sign
ers to strike the word "male" from
the state constitution has been nro.
pared and asks that tne question be
suDnntted to the voters at the next
special or regular election in ru-i-.
homa in 1910.
Mrs. Biggers reported that one of
the surprises in store came when thpv
presented the petition to the secretary
or state. The women,
being political
nonentities, could not take the receipt. The secretary of the Oklahoma
Federation of Labor consented to
stand as guardian for the sex minors
and the receipt was made out in his
name.
"The anomoly of these women,
many of them middle ased and emv
haired, requiring a young man to act
as guardian was a surprise, as well
as an object lesson in the
injustice
perpetrated on women," declared Mrs.
Biggers.
"So quietly had the names to the
petition been secured that it caused
consternation among the politicians
when the women presented the completed petition with 38,586 signers, to
the secretary of state. The aspirants
for political berths, whose records
might not stand the test of women
voters, immediately conferred with a
view to preventing the petition from

being presented to the people. This
anxiety to attack the petition was
one of the strong proofs of the gener-a- l
prophecy that the vote on our
amendment would surely carry. If
those who manipulate our politics had
not been confirmed in this opinion
they would have permitted the question to be voted upon. They dared
not take this risk,. Immediately the
plan of suspending action on the petition was suggested, on the absurd
charge that 5,000 of the signatures
were fraudulent.
A hearing was
granted by the secretary of state January 25, The suffrage association being ably defended by three of Okla
homa's eminent lawyers, Judges J. L.
Brown, J. B. Robertson and P. Naerle.
these men being prominent in the Republican, Democratic and Socialist
parties. The secretary of state sustained the petition, whereon the remonstrant appealed to the supreme
court. He was allowed forty days in
which to file his brief. At the expiration of the time, he was unable to
sustain his charges, and prayed for a
further extension, which one court
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Wheat

A MAN, A

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy

GIRL AND

UP.

3

I

Established 1856.

II

If
II

A CURL.

in

the rack it hung all day,
Near the ribbons bright and gay
And the ties
But at night among her tresses,
When she wore her pretty dresses
In the guise
Of a bud of fashion's choosing,
It was really quite amusing,

On

Flour

The little curl would Ihear
Whispered in a pretty ear.
And the lies
(To make a ringlet tremble

THTr

Also VA FIFTY FRESH YEAST

prise)
Of the crimson of her lips
And the crimson of her cheeks,
That lay all day
In an alabaster box
On the dresser, with the locks
Xot far away,
And near it, on the side,

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

"

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fc.

Telephone

Z

X

To

I MINOR

"WEAR. UPON

RUSTER.

No. 40

Denver,
V

Colo.,

April

jrg

15.

Forecast for Xew Mexico:
Fair tonight and colder in
south portion with frost and
freezing temperature in north
fair and
Saturday
portion.
warmer in north portion.
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Wood-Davi- s
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eeds Seeds
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TRUE COPY:

Coun-cilme-

WOOD-DAVI-
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If it's Hardware

A IS D

Cut Class,

We have it.

CO."

w

RETAIL

Screened

YANKEE'

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

Telephone

J

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Ueras
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Made in New Mexico.

i FRESH STOCK JUST
!

38

RATON

International Stock Food

FILIGREE
JEWELRY

C

har-WA-

WHOLESALE

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Prie.

L. PARKER,

This is hut one the many instances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market.
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

WTCHES

.

By SAMUEL

i

I

YONTZ

CC

Mgr. Sales Dept.

FRANK F. GORMLEY

Ha

"""J TOF

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
The
Hardware Co.,'
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
We herewith heg to enclose you a credit memo for
Gentlemen:
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT 0?CE.
Kindly advise us that you nave made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed): FULPER FILTER CO.,

S. Spitz

Ms

'4 fly I

COPY:

Goods.

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

'7

Buster Brown Shoes for the Bojs.

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

RISING i
i

-

The Shoes That Wear

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

LEO HERSCH

W

CITY TOPICS

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

k

1

FEET.

BROWN

"When

AP

I MULLIGAN

CUNNING

LITTLE

-

50

his

VS

Of

'

RESOLVED!!!!
Little Tommy Tucker.

Vas Certainly a Mucker.
For singing for nice bread o meat
If he'd knovn what to choose
hld had BU5TER EOT Ml WU SMS

I

To his arm,
Where it fell, a golden wave,
And, trying quick to save
It from harm,
The maiden lost her 'head,
And bitter tears she shed
Dance Tonight A dance will be
In her alarm.
held tonight in Library hall for the
The sudden heavy shower
benefit of the Santa Fe base ball team.
Washed the color, like a flower,
Tickets will be sold at the door.
From her cheeks.
"A Stubborn Cinderella," which is
And that's the reason why
announced for Wednesday at the Elks'
8
Xow he's very, very shy
theater is in every way a decided adWhen he calls
vancement upon any of the other
Upon the pretty lasses,
musical comedies now on the road.
And always weaTs his glasses
The story is charming, infectious and
To the balls.
DecoThe cast provided by Mort
original.
Celia Myrover Robinson, in May
II. Singer and iheaded by Homer B.
Smart Set.
Mason, is exceptionally strong. The
stage settings are magnificent, and the
Tecolote Couple Takes Out Marriage girls well the Singer girls are always
License Guadalupe Pena, aged 39, arrayed in a series of costumes that
and Francisca Chaves, aged 39, took would make
anything but a rainbow
out a marriage license at Las Vegas ashamed in the matter of colors.
yesterday. Both live at Tecolote, San
The Battle Was On The sumdge
MiCTiitil pnnntv
i'10t
bngade lought a l,rilliant battie
Train-Frank
on
MANUFACTURER
Became Insane
Jack Prost's hosts
Blanchard, on his way from Belen to!last niht
General
directed
by
Humidity and at
JEWELER
inAlbuquerque, became
suddenly
sane as the train was passing Isletajthis time of writing it is not easy to
Cer- sTiri bad to be taken into nistodv determine who was the victor.
22 j
to
is
tain
it
the
mercury dropped
He is a young railroad worker.
An All Around Scrap The Las Ve- degrees above zero and 25 is suppos-gas Optic reports a fight that for a ed to be a knockout blow to the ortime threatened bloodshed but ended chards.' But the figure of 22 was seen
with nothing more serious than a rip at the weather bureau where the chilly
made in Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena's blasts from Mount Baldy are accusfrom' a knife in the hands of an tomed to assemble and it is likely the
vest
lb.
SEED
25c. per
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA
who had also drawn a re weather was a few degrees warmer in
antagonist
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
The orchardists who
volver. Xo arrests have been made. the orchards.
Those who engaged in the scrap were: know the value of smudge pots heeded
SEEDS, ALL KIND SOP VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION bETS,
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena, Town the warning sent out yesterday and
Marshal Estevan Gutierrez, Merencia-n- o last night the blazing protectors were
Baca and Roque Herrera, Deputy seen in all their glory. The maxi
Sheriff Pedro Padilla afterwards com- mum temperature yesterday was only
PHONK 1Q
A1C CANON
ing to the rescue of Sena who was 47 and the minimum was 2G degrees
ROAD
BLAUK 1:7
at 10:20 p. m., while the humidity was
facing the other three men.
high enough, being 57 per cent. The
CITY COUNCIL MEETING.
precipitation for the 24 hours ending
'I
at G o'clock this morning was 0.04 of
ft
an inch of mixed rain and snow. The
Santa Fe, X. M., April 14, 1910.
day witnessed more rain and snow
Regular meeting of the city council flurries with a snow fall over the foot
called to order by Mayor Sena, with
hills to a depth of 2 and 3 inches in
n
the following members present:
the afternoon. A year ago todav the
Armijo, Baca, Moya, Ortiz, weather was like
spring, the maxiQuintana, Wheelon and Walker.
SUCCESSORS TO J. D MULLIGAN
mum being 70 and the minimum 33
The minutes of the last meeting degrees, with 99 per cent of sunshine.
were approved. The reports and accounts for the last quarter were preft sented and referred to the finance RETURNED MONEY
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
STOLEN FROM CHURCH.
A communication
committee.
from
Woman's
was
the
Board
of
Trade
read
125
:
VAloxVil 130 RED
Pueblo, Colo., April 15. Declaring
and referred to the new council.
J
DONE.
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
Council 'adjourned to meet again that his conscience would not permit
him to steal from a church, an unidenSaturday April 10, at 7:30 p. ni., at the tified
burglar, who entered St. Mary's
office of the probate clerk.
Catholic church, left an envelope
Resolutions.
witih a note and $08 in money which
Be it Resolved, By the city council he had stolen, on the front
porch of
of the city of Santa Fe that the thanks the parsonage. Father Cyril Zupan of
of this council, be and are herebv ex the church then called up the police
tended to the retiring Mayor Hon. and asked that the case be dropped,
Jose D. Sena, for the excellent manner and one suspect wiho had been arrestin which he administered the affairs ed was given his liberty. The money,
of this city during the two years of which had been raised by contribution
his term as executive of Santa Fe, was stolen from the safe in the church.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
and further that the clerk he directed Father Zupan discovered the loss and
to cause this resolution to be spread a window in the churdh which had
been pried open, told the story of how
upon the minutes of this meeting.
Be it resolved by the mayor and the entrance had been effected.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
common council of the city of Santa
Fe, That a certain street newly
HOW'S THIS
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
opened and being immediately south
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reof Manhattan avenue and lying north ward
for any case of Catarrh that canof the residence of Mrs. Luckenback not be cured
Saltan
by Hall's Catarrh Ore.
shall be known and designated as
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
Santa Fe avenue.
We, the undersigned, have known F,
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.
That a certain street newly open- J. Cheney for the last 15 yesa"- and be
ed and running east and west, imme lieve him
perfectly honorable in all
diately north of the main ditch or business transactions and financially
Acequia Madre and running from Co- able to carry out any obligations made
llege street to Galisteo street shall be by hi3 firm.
DIAMONDS
known and is hereby named and desigQm
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
nated as Buena Vista avenue.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
MANUFACTURER OF
That a certain street newly
Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internthi
Right
$
MEXICAN
opened and lying
proximately one ally, acting directly upon the blood
Flltwl by
Right Good
hundred and fifty feet south from the and mucous surfaces of the system.
Date Methods
Right Servlc
residence of Chas. F. Easley and run- Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
1 ning from Galisteo street to Cerril-lo- s per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
China and
road, shall be known and is hereby
Take Hall's Family Pills fr
SANTA FE, N. M.
LI345 San Francisco St.
'
named and designated as Sena avenue.

CALL

X
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Peroxide!
the ringlet heard him whisper
That he never could resist her,
All the beauty of her bloom
And of her charm,
The ringlet lost its grip
And suddenly let slip

inter Grocery Co.

Why don't YOU
try one?

II

COMPANY

.
-

Such, sad sighs

Bobolink

Incorporated 1903.

RECEIVED
ASK FOR A

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Up-l-

Does a general ABSTRACT

Silverware

$20,000.00

.

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of Interest : :

ipmmmiiimMiM

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin OiU' and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

OLIVE OIL

S
B

Mm
ZOOK'S PHARMACY
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TO SERVICE

of dr.

McQueen gray.

Many Santa Fe Reaaers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
Scholar, Writer, Public Speaker He is
Doing Good Work for Great
"Good news travels fast." and the
Southwest.
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
Pueb'.o, Colo., April 15. Dr. E. Me
relief is within their reach. Many a Queen Gray of Albuquerque, X. m.,
lame, weak and aching back Is bad no who made a notable address here be
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. fore the dinner given by the board of
Our citizens are telling the good news control of the Eighteenth Irrigation
of their experience with the Old Congress, Pueblo, September
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example 1910, is a most interesting character,
and one of the leading men of the
worth reading:
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria street, Great Southwest.
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had
Dr. Gray is an Episcopal clergyman,
no severe return of kidney trouble a university president, a scholar,
a
since using Doans Kidney Pills sev- - writer, a public speaker, the friend
eral years ago. Now and then I have of diplomats and distinguished men
noticed a slight attack of backache, the world over. The National Irriga-bu- t
at such times Doan's Kidney Pills tion Congress was most fortunate in
have given quick and positive relief, securing his services as foreign sec-Fo- r
a long time I was made miserable retary, to head a department that has
by spells of kidney complaint and my not only been most attractive and
often so lame and painful that I viting as an adjunct of the great
scarcely do anything. I did not velopment institution, but has render-slee- n
well and no matter whether I ed most efficient service to the United
were lying down or standing up, the States government in preserving the
trouble was in evidence. The kidney comity of nations.
The following synopsis, in brief, of
secretions annoyed me both day and
Dr.
in
Gray's qualifications and attainpassage
night by their irregularity
and there was a heavy sediment ia ments are indicative of the value of
them. After several remedies I tried the man to the congress and to the
had failed to help me, I procured west.
President of the University of New
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- rows & Co.'s drug store and they lived Mexico and member of the state board
of education.
up to all the claims made for them. I

New Mexico Military Institute
ft

yl

M

26-3- 0

v

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

.
..

Give
( a nickel

Lira

Nsw

n.U

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the UdIod. Located
oq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, HamllfOLi, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FIdUv
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

1
L.

V
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.
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d

Viavo
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word for Doan's
.

,r.r

For sale by

cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole

tO S3V

a

Doan's

the name

take no other.

U1

i

TO AND FBOr.T r.osWELL.
Connection made wln Automobile
line at Torrance for Koswell daily,.
leaves Torrance for Ro8-- !
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros-- .
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar-rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
tare between Santa Fe and Torrance
la $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

jPt,yi

Foreign Countries."
Chevalier of the Order of Merit of
France and of the Libertrador of

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

every casXrfr
in town
andp

aHead in

ever case I

ul

General Express Forwarders
TO.

J

Venezuela,
Companion of the Order of
djen and of the Order of Osmanieh
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO.
of Turkey, honors given during the
Distributors
campaign of 1885.
Telephone Main 3500
Has traveled over and knows all of
Denver, Col.
South America and Africa, and the
continent of Europe thoroughly.
Dr. Gray's father having been in the
British diplomatic service and Dr
Gray's own experience in connection
therewith make him particularly val
uable as foreign secretary of the Na
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
tional Irrigation Congress.
Dr. Gray's declaration that the National Irrigation Congress "is tlhe mission which states that he must be
MASONIC.
boy who disappeared on March 8,
and industrial
greatest economical
1910, and from what we have found,
movement in the world," is signifi- respected.
leads us to belfeve that he is in the
tflie
when
So,
man
Montezuma Lodge No cant, from the
gentle
reader,
standpoint of a man
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg- who has traveled widely over the with the big black book calls upon state of New Mexico.
communications world and is held in esteem
you, usher him into the parlor, take
"Enclosed find five circulars and
ular
by the
first Monday of eacJ government of the United States. He the family album and the "Life of Ad- three cards, which I hope you will
miral Dewey" off the centertable and place in a conspicuous place in or
month at Masonic nal further said:
the solemn visaged personage about the town, and anything whatat 7.30 k. m.
"The National Irrigation Congress permit
H. H. DORMAN,
the
is a potent force in the comity of na to spread his folio thereon and pre- ever you can learn concerning
Acting Master. tions. I know from the officials of pare to tell him wlhat your name was above will be greatly appreciated, if
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
this government at Washington that back east, your real age, and whether you will communicate to me."
inis is the description given of
the labors of the Congress have done you are white, black, mulatto, ChinSanta Fe Chapter No. 1, much toward establishing a nice bal- ese, Japanese or Indian.
Quigley:
State if you are widowed, married,
R. A. M.
Regular con- ance between this and foreign coun"He is 17
years old, 5 feet, 8 or
vocation second Monday of tries, and the entertainment of distin- divorced or single and how many 9 inches, 130 pounds,
medium stout
each month at Masonic guished foreigners at previous con- times. Give the number of your chil- build, light brown hair,
light complexm.
7:30
p.
Hall at
gresses has been sincerely appreciat- dren and their ages. If foreign born ion, large scar back of left ear, small
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. ed by nations great and small in all state the year you first stepped on brown mole on left cheek and back
our sod and what language your father of
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
parts of the globe.
neck, small corner broken off center
"The administration in Washington and mother spoke, and wlhether you upper tooth. Wore dark gray
Santa Fe Commandery No. admits tlhe congress is trying to do are able to read and write English or striped sack suit, derby hat, light
heavy
1, K. T. Regular conclave and is actually doing a work that no any other language.
storm tan laced shoes buckled at top,
in
each other national organization can do or In addition, you will need to tell wore 141-- inch collar. Left on
lourth Monday
bicymonth at Masonic Hall at is doing."
what your trade or business is, and cle with Anti-Skitires. He has
m.
7:30 p.
Dr. Gray also paid a high tribute to whether you are an employer or em knowledge of civil
j
engineering work
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
irrigation in this country and to the ploye. If the latter, specify whether and may apply for position as rodman.
w, E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
('work and influence of the National you are working and the number of Any information
concerning the above
-- weeks you have been out of work the please communicate at once
Irrigation Congress when he said:
tele"All conditions, and the aggregation past year. Also you will have to state graph to T. O'Leary, Assistantby
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Super14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted of all possible conditions know in ir- - whether you attended school since intendent of Police, Philadelphia, Pa."
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets ligation the world over are found in September, 1900, and if you are over
on the third Monday of each month this country. It is unique, and that is 50 years old, whether you served in
EDITOR MULLANE INDICTED
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in what strikes the foreign engineer or the Union or Confederate army.
FOR CRIMINAL LIBEL.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. government officer favorably.
When This is merely a line on some of
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- the foreign delegates come to Pueblo the questions that will be asked of a
next fall they will find, in the Ar personal nature. If you have any live Dr C. E. Lukens of Albuquerque Was
dially invited to attend.
the Prosecuting Witness
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
kansas valley, from Garden City ancj stock, be prepared to give the numOther Items.
VeneraDle Master. its pumping to tne great Gunnison ber, whetlher they are of age or mereHENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
tunnel on the western slope, a varie- ly infants in swaddling clothes. Bees
ty of conditions in irrigation and un- must be enumerated, but it is not nec- (Special Correspondence of the New
Secretary.
der irrigation that will enable them essary to count them personally. PigMexican.)
to make a comprehensive study with eons, from squabs up, also interest the
B. P. O. E.
Carlsbad, N. M., April 15. The
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E. advantage and gratification.
It has government, as well as horses, mules, grand jury has completed its work and
holds its regular session on the sec-- occurred to me often that nowhere in donkeys, sheep and hogs.
lins been discharged. Twenty-si- x
true
ond and, fourth Wednesday of each tlhe world has the alert, thoughtful
While the census takers are em- bills and two no bills were returned.
month. Visiting brothers are invited foreigner so great an opportunity of powered by law to force persons to Among the bills returned was one
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
entering a school of instruction and answer questions, they will only
against Wm. H. Mullane, the proprieJ. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler, imparting and receiving useful nation
to this when otiher means fail. tor of the Carlsbad Current, for crimal information as in the sessions of the Any information given the enumera- inal libel, Dr. C. E.
Secretary.
Lukens being the
National Irrigation Congress.
tor is held confidential under oath, and prosecuting witness. The entire week
if it is given out by said enumerator of the court is likely to be taken up
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol EVERYBODY LINE UP
he is subject to a fine of $1,000 and with the trial of the Moore brothers
FOR THE CENSUS. imprisonment in the penitentiary.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
from the plains for murder. The first
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in iJ
It is also pointed out that the an- two days were spent in securing a
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- The Awful Majesty of Uncle Sam's swers made must be truthful, under!
jury,
Government Behind Man With
ing Knight's invited to attend.
penalty of a heavy fine. .. Women who
I. S. Osborne, the bonanza farmer,
AUGCST REINGARDT C. C.
Portfolio.
by state law have not been required gave a roast pig
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
to tell their real age when voting will Colonel C. W. banquet in honor of
Merchant of Abeline.
If a person with a large portfolio have to tell it to the census takers, About
twenty-fiv- e
sat down to a libhis
arm
under
knocked
at your door no matter how painful it may be. The eral feast of
yj
good
things to eat and
today and craved admittance on busi- government wants to know the naked drink.
ness, just remember that it is April truth and the time-wor- n
jests with
The bridge across the Pecos at
15, and that the tracks on your front which the fair sex has been wont to
porch are not being made by a map turn away such inquiries will be cold- Carlsbad is nearing completion, the
contractors now having most of the
peddler, , crayon portrait agent or a ly received by the inquisitor.
steel in place. It will not be long unconfidence man from the water comtil the bridge can be taken into use.
pany, but that said important appear- IS IT ANOTHER CASE
ing individual is the" census taker, a
OF CHARLEY ROSS. The bridge across Black river near
Malaga is also nearing completion.
representative of your Uncle Samuel,
These are two important public imwho desires information as to your Postmaster Burke Receives
Appeal provements under
the Carlsbad propersonal affairs, and proposes to get
From Philadelphia to Assist in
it by hook or crook.
ject.
Lost
Finding
Boy.
If, having used all the available
The impression was general that the
light projectiles around the house in Postmaster Burke has received an low temperature a few days ago dedriving away the "wet" and "dry" pe- appeal from Assistant Police Superin- stroyed practically all the fruit, hut
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED tition bearers
and those seeking sig- tendent T.
of Philadelphia, F. G. Tracy, who is the best informed
team, is what we send out from this natures for a horde of amendments asking him O'Leary
to assist In discovering peach man in the southwest, informLIVERY.
relating to water, fire and police pen- the whereabouts of Horace Vivian ed the Journal man yesterday that the
We send a driver, too, if desired. sions, the initiative, referendum and Quigley who has been
missing from crop will be very little below normal.
What more invigorating than a lively recall, the chamber of commerce and his home in Philadelphia since March Mr. Tracy used about 3,000 smudge
spin over the smooth roads on a clear, the school census,, and the ' person 8. Whether the boy was kidnapped pots in bis orchard, and it has conwho wishes to know if you eat break- as was Charles Ross
bright day.
in Germantown vinced every fruit grower here that
It being Spring makes the occasion fast food stay your hand and drop near Philadelphia many years ago, and it pays to smudge.
the gun when you see the man with which
more enjoyable.
occupied the public eye for
the portfolio, for he is clothed with years, or
Take a ride and be happy.
The annual meeting of the etoo1;
wlhether Quigley has simply
awful powers and has the government run
away from home,, remains to be holders of the New Mexico Telephone I
behind him. He is the real thing in seen. The
WILLIAMS 4 KISINS
police official's letter is as Company will be held at Its office, N.
census takers and he ha a n Vvf rrVt follows:
W. corner Plaza, Santa Fe, Thursday,
810 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. nickel
badge and an engraved corn- - "Dear Sir I am trying to locate my April 21, 1910, 5 p. m.
Medji-Automobi-

mwni

Superintendent.

M In

Europe.
Compiled for the United States de
of the interior a depart
partment
and mental document
on "Reclamation in

address.

CuL.. .n

nauuiui

Irrigation Congress.
Author of a good many works of
different kinds, educational work, fiction, drama, poetry, etc., published in

Kidney Pills when the
Annnn "
Price 50
all dealers.
Co., Buffalo,
agents for the United

States.
Remember

oo.

ZOOd

George

1

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Caaada. Mesico
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

!

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
t
Wc CLEAN, PRESS
LADIES

AND

GENTS

SATISFACTION

WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS,

REPAIR

AND

CLOTHES

.

GUARANTEED.

PRTPH-.- s

Phone 132 Red.

SPECIAL
SALE

OPERA

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES,' GLOVES

TIES, PARASOLS

HATS MADE NEW.'

OLD

1-- 2

2

Farts of the World.

ETC

EES

REASONABLE

East Side Plaza:

LACES & EMBR01PER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

d

IAe

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CA.LL AND EXAMINE TH'SM

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO

,

re-co-

,

i--

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. AV BERGEBE.
Santa

Ft,

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
"

Don

Gsspar Avenue

RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSS

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
No Need to Cut.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

It Is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

f HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

hereafter

"That

R.

I

INCREASED REVENUE FROM FOREST RESERVES.
The conference report on the agricultural bill, contains an item of much
interest to New Mexico. Amendment
o7 provides:
j

thirty-fiv-

Mexican.

e

ELK'S THEATRE

i

A STUBBORN

j

CINDERELLA

.

-

e

intro-'ductio-

PALES,

n

.

e

For

Laundry Work

BEAD, Cashier.

FRANK McKASE, Assistant Cashier.

Th 6 First

mm

lonai

OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all part's of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money trajisjniting ,?agencyptublic or
private. ..Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments 'of livestock and 'products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
iJtjij
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THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels in the West

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

EfflAL

n

J. B.

President.

L, A, HUGHES,

per
centum of all money received from
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
jeach forest reserve during any fiscal
.?3.75 ;yfar, including the fiscal year ending
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
20
June 13th, 1910, shall be paid at the WEDNESDAY APRIL
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
Weekly, per year
SINGER
H.
MORT
the
73
of
bv
end
thereof
the secretary
Daily, per month, by carrier....
. i.uu treasury to the state or territory in Managing Director, Princess and La
,. 65 vveeKiy, six monins
Daily, per month, by mail
Salle Theatres, Chicago
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
said reserve is situated, to be
Daily, per year, by mail
Presents
expended as the state or territorial
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
legislature may prescribe, for the ben THE QUALITY MUSICAL PLAY
efit of the
schools and public
It is sent to ;rnar1 of thopublic
ine .New aiexicau is me uiuu u..
nr counties in
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatt) i which the forest reserve is situated:
i'Provided, That when any forest re- among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
serve is in more than one state or ter- Iritory or county the distributive share
to each from the proceeds of said
shall be proportional to its area
with
.therein."
ANGRY.
DON'T
MUCK
GET
OF
j
The total income of the forest re-THE USUAL COURSE
HOMER B. MASON
RAKERS.
That is the advice that the El Paso serves is constantly on the increas
Gerald Mygatt, in the Columbian Herald gives to everybody 'when dis- and New Mexico has been getting a The One Big Musical Comedy
per
Magazine for May, tells "The Truth posed to resent the personal questions nice revenue from the twenty-fivabout the Panama Canal." The
invasion' of the census enumera- cent oi tne aggregate receipts which
and
Sensation. of the Season
has been coming to it for public
is interesting not only to
holds
advice
everyand
the
good
tor,
SUPERB CAST
schools and good roads.. The increase THE ORIGINAL
those who have followed events 'at
New Mexico. Says to thirty-fivTHE ORIGINAL MAMMOTH
per cent will mean sevPanama, but to those who have suf- where, including
SCENIC PRODUCTION,
eral thousand dollars more for those
fered from or engaged in muckraking the Herald.
and peaceand
in even such
"The questions a six year old boy purposes to counties in which national
ful places as Santa Fe. Says the au- can ask his father in half an hour, are forests are located and which include
Famous Princess Theatre Chorus
Santa Fe
It is true, that the
thor:
a mere bagatelle to the interrogations stockmen county.
must
certhis
pay
" 'Muckraking' is good to a
revenue, but Positively the Greatest Singing and
to be made by Uncle Sam's census many of them realize that the preser- Dancing Chorus in America.
of
its
bounds
tain limit. Within the
who begin operations vation of the range in the forests gives
COMPANY OF SEVENTY.
usefulness the searchlight spirit of enumerators,
them
assurance
busiof
a
over
States
United
the
all
today.
profitable
journalism the
This Company's Record:
spirit has been of If you live in a city, you will ness, while formerly they were subject
467
to
all
vicissitudes
an
of
Nights Princess Theatre,
35
American
be required to answer but
unprotected
queries,
inestimable value to the
range.
Chicago.
broadwhole
a
in
the
if
the
but
one
No
country,
disputes that;
people.
6 Months
Broadway Theatre,
records of the work are too plain. side of questions will be fired at you
The Santa Fe Employe's Magazine
New York.
must
answers
be
and
correct
the
given.
contend
that
who
are
Some there
PRICES: 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
"The census enumerators, most of for April, just to hand, is an especially
independent magazine and newspaper
on Sale at Fischer's Drug
Seats
number and from it the New
be
will
of
good
somecourse,
in.
dapper
whom,
used
the
independent being
Store
Mexican
a
with
armed
will
be
the
Saturday,
men,
April 16.
clips
following homely
what modern sense of freedom from young
advice
a
of
Bob
nickel
Burdette
and
for
sake
portfolio
the
badge
that
plated
control
financial
the thrall of
such publications in their attacks on containing he enumeration (blanks, of the boys:
question he asks, including
"Suppose you are given to the habit
certain evils are beginning to fill a Every
LAUNDRY
Mow old is Ann?' if there is a person of profanity. You enter into conserva-iand
churches
the
once
held
by
place
must
be tion with a man who never swears, in
the
name,
that
family
by
the colleges, and even the govern- considered not in the
light of a joke, other words a gentleman. By and by
ment itself. So far, so good. Within
man knocks at you begin to perceive that he is the
Best
census
"When
the
a
thpsrt hounds the 'muckrake' is
your door, you had just as well an- - sul)erior man. Your cheeks begin to
most useful weapon.
swer his call and save your temper burn wit!l a sense of y0U).
friens ex. Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
"One bit over that limit, However, and the time of both by refraining cellence. Your
oaths
sound Returns Thursday aod Friday.
little
pert
In the irom announcing
and everything is changed.
uei out oi nere coarse and rough and vulgar, as they
O. K. Barber Shop
of
even
or
hands of aai unprincipled
quick; it's none of your business, are. Thev begin to dron out of vour AGENCY at
a careless person that weapon not where I was born, whether I am mar- sentences, ashamed to remain in
thejMrs.FO. BROWN Ajrent
only ceases to do good but it does ried, or whether I can read or write.' company of good honest English
Phone No. 23 Red
"All the census man has to do is to
actual harm, both to what it wrongas you discover that
until,
words,
fully touches and to the thousands of refer to his 'rules of procedure under you are carrying on your part of the
trusting citizens whom it misleads. fire' and read 'Should any person ob- conversation without swearing, you
nnon
tn
anv
miestinn
iopt
answrin
Now, when the 'muckrake' recently
feel easier and 'm" intellectual stat- sprang into prominence it. was a very U.e schedule, you should explain that tire is increased by a foot. Just ob
wonderful thing. The populace hailed the information is strictly confidential serve this,
my boy, and see if I am not PLAZA BARBER SHOP
it with joy; those whom it stirred up that it will not be communicated to
T3i,f vmi Trrill
n' rnf onmoHmo',
any person, whatsoever, and that no
quailed in terror. But mark!
"es
some
in
For i3 year? .he only-firs- t
oh.
you will. I know
way
"Some years, ago they had a revolu- use will be made of it which will in
in
some
men
of
best
the
sme
eod
affect
anv
the
interests
class tonsorial parlor
way
seriously
tion over in' France along about
au- - the world who will 'confound it.' and
case
individuals.
In
of
the
your
in aanta Fe.
1793, to- be exact. It was a
offl- - in New England even a deacon has
business t?iority is questioned, show your
affair, with no
OUR NEW PITCH
a
as
But
it.'
'confound
to
known
been
should
which
cial
carry
about it. They invented a guillotine, v."'h badge, After all you
TREATMENT
means have rule, my son, don't do it. Don't swear,
other
you.
for instance a combination between failed, call the attention of the per- - It isn't an evidence of smartness or
s
,
a.
chopping-blocka
and
guaranteed to cure, (not ouly
son refusing to give the information worldly wisdom. Any fool can swear,
more
whole
a
lot
spectacular to the penalty in section 2:1 of the And a great many fools do it my son. relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
only
other scalp irritations. We also
It census act.'
than either. Object, decapitation.
Ah, if I could only gather up all the
was such fun to watch and so much
swears I have carry a complete line of all the
"This section provides that any per- - useless, uncalled-fomore fun to work that the sport went son over 21 years of age, who refuses
hair and facial tonics.
dropped along the pathway of life, I popular
a little too far. Several odd thousands to answer the regular questions, or know I would remove stumbling blocks
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUiNINE &
of innocent persons were made away who gives false information, shall be from many inexperienced feet, and my
BATHS BATHS BATHS
of whom lined not to exceed $100. Boarding own
hundreds
with untold
ieart W0Uld be lighter by a ton
could have done more for the new house proprietors will be haled into thaa it j.s today. But if you are going
republic than scores of those in federal court and forced to pay a $500 to !,e a fool just because other men
Ageiuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
charge of the revolution itself. That hue tor refusing to answer questions have bpen what a coiossal, what a
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
to
less
or for giving false information.
guillotine business was a crime
hopeless fool vou will be." laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
"If your memory is none too reten- those who were butchered than to the
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
millions who looked on and cheered tive, you had best begin refreshing
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
All work is guaranteed; yor
as head after head rolled from under yourself with pertinent dates. 'Give has the
socks are mended and buttons
following enconium for Game
one
will
be
the date of your marriage,'
the knife. This is a parable.
sewed on you shirts, without
and Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable:
extra charge.
"Its application in this case is the of the first questions asked. Perhaps "The activity of the Xew Mexico
or father was born on
Panama canal, one of the latest vic- your mother
warden is to be. com- PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
some South Sea island, or in some oth- fish and game
tims of the American journalistic er
He
mended.
is
just now engaged in
foreign port. You should be able
guillotine. Panama is this, Panama to announce it offhand.
taking the birds
quail,
distributing
Perhaps you
are
is that. The canal should be dug
been masquerading under th. from those sections where they dis-have
it shouldn't be nep 32 whprx vmi are rpnllv 4n The plentiful and importing them to
through at
The whole thing is r..c,,a -- mi mo t nr..
built at
nnnaA tvi tricts where the bird is scarce. Good
a mistake; it will never be any good. be given the proper age. If you have sPrtt in the fleld is one of tlle flnest
The work is inefficient; it is being 10 unmarried daughters in your family recreations. New Mexico is a natural
poorly done; the place is alive with whose ages range from 2 to 35, it .hunting ground over almost its en-- j
graft. In fact, on the whole, there's makes no difference to the census tire area. It is a valuable resource,!
not much use of any canal at all. man.
ana one wnicn we can anora to taKe
That the waterway is half completed
"The information gleaned by the good care of."
.
doesn't seem to worry these critics a enumerator will be recorded on num.-- ,
erous schedules. Separate blanks are
particle.
A statement was published the other
"Panama is somewhat unique. More provided for city residents; country day that the cost of operation of the
stuff has probably been written about residents; domestic animals not on Santa Fe rail wav is less per mile than
the work than about any similar thing farms and ranges; irrigated farms, tnat of any other of the large western
'Where prices are lowest
in the history of the world. And and farms you have seen or heard of raiiroads. And yet, Andrew Carnegie
not
is
'ditch'
the
where
necessary
gaifj recentjv.
withal, in proportion to the number
..When a boy worked for a rajiroad
of creators of Isthmian literature, tor growing a crop.
for sale quality"
some o ine enumerators win re- - company ag a j teJ
fewer writers have actually visited the
operator,
ce.ve
salar.es, having positions; the afterward as a disi)atcher. All my life
place. That is natural, for the trip is others will receive
mere wages, hav- I have had to do with corporations and
a hard one and the Isthmus isn't
One Resolution to Make
only jobs.
no
of
but
much of a pleasure resort. But the ing"Those
employes
corporations,
who receive salaries will
literature comes out just the same. work in the cities. They will be paid where have 1 seen 6UCh loyalt.y to a
a particularly conscien- 2 to 3 cents a head for
and its officials as exists
Sometimes
listing human company
What other 1910 Resolu
amon men of . the Santa Fe.
tious newspaper or magazine will send
and 10 cents per barn or en- a
tion youmay make
a man to the spot, but not often. closure for livestock. Enumerators Their faith in and enthusiasm for the
some
of
marvellous."
is
road
there
when
And
rea"v
they do go
working in the country will be paid
these men seem to manage to pick out but $5 per day and tlhey must pay
Resolve now that you will
the best way of seeing as little as their own expenses."
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
The cold wlnd tne snow the ciouds.
possible."
the soft roads, made this an unpropi- coming year. It la a resoluThe Sena city administration will tious day for the census in New Mex- tion in your own Interest, for
the
in
Mexican
to
A friend of the New
on next Monday turn over
the Selig- ico to begill( but nevertheless, tonight,
valua
man
communication
It means the best possible
a
balance
of
administration
gives
following
at the end of the first day's work of
able suggestion that the Board of 800 in the city treasury. When it is the three hundred and more
table supplies at lowest poshow small the revenues torSj from !0,000 to 15,000 residents of
Trade took up some time ago but
sible prices.
which has not been carried into ef- of this city are in comparison with New Mexico had their names down
fect thus far. The writer says: "Why those of Albuquerque, Roswell and up0n the census schedules.
not let the thousands of tourists who even East Las "Vfegas and Raton, it is
pass through Lamy know that eigh- certainly a remarkable tribute to the
KAUNE
Think It over-ls- n't
President Taft who told the woman's
teen miles north of them is Santa Fe, financial management and the econ-last
fact
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that
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suffragettes
store
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for you
Co, tbe logical
capital of New Mexico? The Santa Fe omy of the Republican city adminis- - that they Mssed him when he tod
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j
a
through
on.
patronize
has
good
signboard
looking
railway
them an unwelcome truth, was evi- down there telling about the Grand
dence that they lacked the self reCanon. How about another one tell
Veg" la? ",y straint necessary to cast the ballot
V ,,U8J
attraction?
Telling
population of Santa Fe,
ing about another
naU on
head
about how pleasant a day might be its city council this week, provided for intelligentlV) hit the .. er , the
,
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historic
a
this
salary list for municipal employes
spent by the tourist in
l business sense and it is
center. Do we hear a sound like 'ac- amounting to $4,530 or about
the
latter
the mffsettes lack.
whlca
of
revenue
bodies?"
entire
the
& COMPANY
that
municipal
tion' from the commercial
Mexican thinks the
the
New
However,
tax pay- Santa Fe collects. As far
be- Kansas City is trying to compete ine is concerned, business men and suffragettes are extremists v and
women
should
be
Heves
that
granted
with Pittsburg in the line of sensa- property owners in this city are much
not as a matter of
tional crimes and salacious society better off than they would be in Las the suffrage
pediency or sentimelit but of right.
'Albuquerque or Roswell.
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Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

ERR'S

fio-Vi-

t

-

netof

first-clas- s

half-wa-

y

pile-driv-

r

sea-leve- l;

1

H.S. KAUfJE

sea-leve- l.

Commodious Sample Iosm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FRESS THE BUTTON VK

DO

THE REST,

,

FULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at S o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPRProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

j

&Co.

GROCERS

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPE

A.

N PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the flnest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG Prop.

I

-

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK v EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fti

enumera-remembere-d

,

Don't
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
.

that
attract

"rr

.

1

E. 8. KAUNE

C,

one-thir-

d

'.

PHONE 26

,

,

.

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco bt.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.

FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1910.

THAT RAINY DflSTOMES

PERSONAL MENTION

HOUSE GLEANING TIME IS HERE!

E. R. Paul spent yesterday in Albuquerque.
M. C. Gordon, of Topeka. Kan , is. at
Gregg's.
J. P. Wurster, of Moriarty, is at the
iCoronado hotel.
G. A. Smith, of East Las Vegas, is
at Gregg's hotel.
Stanley A. Foutz of Wagon Mound,
is here on business.
George D. Hauser, of Silver Citv, is
visiiing friends here.
Miss Byrdella Johnson, of
Des
Moines, is at the Palace hotel.
J. A. Merson, a tourist from Fori
Worth, Tex., is at the Palace.
.
. i. . v
1 n .
.
T
I.'..-- .

joiiirs j. rum ana r.
.

j

.

.1

A,

lemon,

"Put

Lillle

a

SUE
in

and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

O.

lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and, "SUN-

'TMxWtW''

UNITED STATES BANK

SHINE" inside finishes,

When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Ourpaints are made from the BEST white
lead and PURE linseed

TRUST

turpentine and wall paper.

NSURANCE

THE

IZAXZZLr

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

,

-

--

"

that lasts

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
SEE OUR WINDOWS.

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

SURETY BONDS.

.

oil, a combination

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.

WATSON & COMPANY

REAL ESTATE

Mm.

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand

01

Denver, are at the Claire hotel.
E. H. Darling, a telephone expert ot
j
forestry service, is here on business.
Attorney General and Mrs. Frank
W. Clancy arrived from Albuquerque
this noop.
;
'
F. ' Starr, of Providence, R. I., and
who has been a sightseer in .the city
has gone to Texas. . ,,
Captain Fred Fornoff and Page B.
You've - worked hard for your money. -- If you'll LET IT, WORK FOR Otero of the mounted police, went to
YOU and make you interest you won't have to ask for help should you Albuquerque last evening.
lose your position.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reimer ami
Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
family, of New York City, are sightWe pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
seers at the Palace hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams came
in
the upper Pecos yesterday and
&
CO. havefromtaken
up their residence in Santa Fe.
Prof. J. D. Tinsley, the agricultural
expert and who is stirring up an interC- est in dry farming methods, is at the
Falace.
(Established 1882)
General H. F. Robinson of Albuquerque, superintendent of irrigation for
the Pueblo Indians, is in town on off-Iicial business.
Captain E. G. Austen of Albuquerque, secretary of the cattle sanitary
board, came to Santa Fe today on a
business visit from Las Vegas.
Hon. Silvestre Mirabal, superintendModern Houses for RENT fand SALE;
ent of school of Valencia county and
former member of the legislature, acFruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
companied by Mrs. Mirabal are regisWe have everything in the above lines.
tered at the Palace hotel.
W. P. Metcalf, of Albuquerque, who
was Socialist candidate for Congress
119 San Francisco St.
Phone. Red Ho. 189
at the last election, is a business visitor in town today. Mr. Metcalf has
a fruit ranch at Tesuque.
Mrs; A. S. Brookes an son Sidney,
went to Albuquerque yesterdav to
meet Adjutant General Brookes who
will return tomorrow from t.h
an
ALSO Dealers in Furniture
nual inspection of the National Guard.
Prof. J. Nelson Fraser. of Bombav.
India, has returned from a trip to the
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs. FOR THE HOUSE
Fnjoles canon and said he was most
hospitably entertained by I".dge Ab
All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
bott there and found the ruins most
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
interesting. The professor wil! visit,
and hat racks. Wagner folding go-car-ts
for the babies.
th Indian school today and then go
to Chicago.
They are GREAT!!
Cleofes Romero, warden of the terJ
Look over oar stock aud see if there isn't
ritorial penitentiary, has gone into the
something to interest you.
country soutn or .Las Vegas on busi
ness pertaining to the coming term
of the district court of San Miguel
county. He will be gone several days
Ornamental Doors.
His family will spend the time on the
Romero ranch at El Cuervo." Las
Vegas Optic.

a

loir Borne

j

SAFE
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Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
lOSifilOS;

Corn
Oats
Pork

July

103.

May 5S1-2- ;
May 42
May 21.97
Lard May 12.77

1--

July 611-2- .
July 401-4- .
July 22.20.
July 12.45

47

May 12.521-2- ;
July 12.371-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis. April 15. Wool steady;
and western mediums 22(5
territory
24- - fine mediums
180 20; fine 11114.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, April 15. Cattle Receipts
Market strong. Beeves $5.00
2,000.
8.55; Texas steers $4.S0(56.35; western steers $5(0 6.85; stockers and feeders $3.85(56.60; cows and heifers $2.'5
7.25; calves $7(58.50.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 10,000.
5 higher.
Light $9.75(510.15; mixed
Ribs

$9.7510.10;

heavy

$9.75(510.10;

good to choice
heavy $9.85 10.10; bulk $9.95(510.05.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 10,000.
weak to ten lower. Native $4.50(5'S.35;
Tough

$9.75(59-80- ;

western $5 8.40; yearlings $7.25
8.30; lambs native $7.75(59.75; western $810.
Kansas City, April 15. Cattle Receipts 1,000, including 100 southerns.
Market strong. Native steers $6.50(5
S.25; southern steers $5.258; southern cows $3.50(55.75; native cows and
heifers $4 7.50; stockers and feeders
$4.506.S0; bulls $4(56; calves $3.75
8; western steers $5.75S; western

Superintendent of Publie Instruction J. E. Clark returned last evening
with Professor Pattengill of Michigan.
They had visited Dawson, Clayton,
Santa Rosa and Estancia and everywhere met with a most enthusiastic
reception. The interest in educational cows $4(56.25.
Market
5,000.
matters in New Mexico is marvellous.
Hogs
Receipts
weak. Bulk $9.659.90; heavy $9.80
9.9o; packers and butchers $9.70
GIRL DIED FROM
9.90; light $9.409.S0;
pigs $S.75
FUMES OF ACID.
9.25.

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
architects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
s pacifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

Sheep

WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in

the very best qualities.

6,000,

Market

& Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

n Order to introduce my work I
will, for 30 DAYSbegininng April 1
makejny fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dozen
No ticket schemes or cheap 'premiums to offer. One price to all.
REMEMBER THIS FFER IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 PAYS.
All work guaranteed,
ALEXANDER.
THE EL PIHON STDDIO
Manager,
Please.

"

'

blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful.
Gently,
though safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu-

MAKKETKEP0RT
New

lation.
If you have a headache. It's blood pressure.
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood
blood pressure.
congestion
That surely is a
MONEY AND METALS.
certainty, for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
20
It
in
and
minutes,
the
tablets
simply distribute
15.
3
Call
York, April
money
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't It get red, and
prime paper 4
5; Mexican
well, and pain you? Of course it does. It's
Atch. 114
44;; Amal. 76
blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
M
always. It's simply Common Sense.
Y. C. 125
S. P. 128
U.
We sell at 25 cents, nd cheerfully recommend
Steel 87
pfd. 122.
York, April 15. Lead quiet
4

dollars
N.
P. 188
New
3--

4.354.45;
spot and

531-2-

.

n,

1-- 2;

1--

'

copper quiet, standard
12.7012.85; Silver

May

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS..
Chicago,
April 15. Wheat May

Dr. Shoop's
Headache
Tablets
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

clothed are all wool-han- d
FITTING. THE

kir-schdau-

TAILORED-FOR- M
READY-TO-WE-

YoU

CLoTHE.5

AR

ANY PRICE.

PAIN

Tablet-coa- xes

Tll
1 JlOuOS

PAY
and

Receipts

Colorado Springs, April
15. The
weak. Muttons $6.50S.50; lambs
mother of Miss Jessie Hanehette, who
fed western wethers and
died at St. Francis hospital left with
$7(5 9.10; fed western ewes
yearlings
the body for Rockford. 111., vowing
that When she returned "some action $6.50(58.25.
would be taken." Although typhoid
fever is given as the cause of death,
Mrs. Hanehette is firm in the belief
that the girl died as a result of drinking some acid with which she had
In the head pain anywhere, has Its cama.
made chemical tests in her high .Pain
Fain iscongestion,painislood pressure nothing
school course, and from the effects of else usually. At least, so says Dr. Snoop, and to
prove it he has created a little pink tablet. That
inhaling the poisonous fumes.
tablet called Dr. Shoop's Headache

$12,50

$20.00.
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chickknsroasting
-

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
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EGGS FOR HATCHING.

A few choice cockerels for sale
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Pacific

who have contributed millions to the
Republican campaign fund are, under
a Republican administration, permitted to now reimburse themselves by
stealing- from the treasury of the

For Evening Hours

Mt. &

St, Louis Rock
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ble Compound and
Connects wit li K. P. S. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai. 6:15 p. l
Connects with K.P.&S.W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a.m.
not suspect."
I am entirely cured
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SStatie for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
of my troubles."
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G. C. Horner, St. Louis; G. A. Smith,
was but a move to Mr. Rainey, "that the Republican
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them lifted his voice against the sugar he insisted
East Las Vegas.
swell the coffers of the sugar jority in this House can not afford to
Sugar Trust or in favor of an investiCoronado.
monopoly.
longer delay a congressional investi- Congress."
the
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to
J. A. McNeery, Estancia; Edgar J. gation by
the
building
Coming'down
gation; and the millionaire
In a carefully prepared speech Mr.
Phil- - tors who control the Sugar Trust and
in
Axtell, Varina, la.; Harold Starr,
Refinery
Sugar
to review many in111.; C. Menderhall,
adelphia in 1903 by Adolph Segal he wh0 are responsible for the perpetra- Witchita, Rainey proceeded
wed how that .con cer i, created to
Kan.; J. F. Wurster, Moriarty.
out
ntfe frauds ought to
f the e
'chel
Trust wMch he glared
be sold to the Sugar Trust, had by a he held up to the contempt of the coun
through political parties and corrupt- - process of lending money for its com- - try. In Pittsburg they have learned
For Rates and full information address
RAINEY FLAYS SUGAR
ed men "as no other law defying corTRUST AND ITS METHODS.
pletion drifted into the control of the now to reach the men higher up. They
poration has ever been able to do.' trust. Being sued by the Pennsylva- A. FOX,
simply propose immunity to the men
al"For fourteen years, through its
he
nio
said,
Company,
Refining
whose conviction is not important but
Sugar
Asks
Why $18 Clerks Should Be Pun- most absolute management and conA.
became necessary for the trust to who are only tools in th hands of the
it
ished and Millionaires Allowed
trol of the Republican part," declared engage additional counsel, and tney principal malefactors, and as a result
El Paso Texas.
to Bask in Florida Sunshine.
Mr. Rainey, "the sugar trust has been turned to the firm of Strong and Cad- - minor
city officials were a few days
able to wreck great financial institu- - walader "one of those important New ag0 coming by scores in Pittsburg to
Washington, D. C, April 15 In de- - tions- it has been able to shape tariff York
BOOH
City legal firms to which great the office of the prosecuting attorney
of schedules, through tariff schedules
livering' a scathing denunciation
appeal for aid when they and- telling their stories, implicating
corporations
the American Sugar Refining
to suit its purposes, it has propose to violate the laws of the land, the real criminals. And the time may
pany, in the House of Representatives been able to steal indirectly from the or when
they have violated the laws not be far distant when men who pass
Representative Rainey of Illinois, did peoplr ; and, by bribing Republican
of the land."
in Pittsburg as respectable citizens
hesitate to make bold suggestions fi ..,1s, it has been able to steal
in- - will
as
firm
names
of
this
the
pay the penalty to which their
Citing
"that most corrupt and.,.cy from the treasury of the
WickerW.
of
those
conduct has rendered them
criminal
George
eluding
trust ever created by the pre- - ej states untold millions of dollars.
sham and Henry W. Taft he again liable.
tective tariff system" and President
gave the list of the firm after Presi
"The attorney general of the United
Taft, Attorney General Wickersham
to Congress advising against dent Taft's inauguration when Mr.
message
however, commences his prosStates,
W.
and Henry
Taft, brother of the an investigation of the sugar frauds Wickersham had become attorney
ecutions and ends them with unimPresident.
Mr. Rainey insisted that such an
checkgeneral and Henry W. Taft had been portant officials and
'
Mr. Rainey referred to
vestigation would not have granted moved up from fourth to second place ers, and the real persons guilty of the
Taft's message sent to Congress about immunity to witnesses called before in the list of members.
most colossal fraud in the history of
a year ago in which the President ad-- j a committee of Congress as suggest-viseWhen the case of the Pennsylvania our government are permitted to go
against an investigation of the;ed Dy the President. He cited the Sugar Refining Company, against the aDOut without punishment, without
WAY SECOND
sugar frauds by Congress for the rea- - language of the constitution and of
came up on March 20, 1908, in posure, still posing as honest men,
son that "it might, by giving immunity statutes to sustain that contention.
the circuit court for the southern dis- - stm willing and still able to contrib-tric- t
FARE
and otherwise, prove an embarrass"And yet," he said, "that message
of New York the name of Henry ute to the campaign funds of the Re-ment in securing conviction of the of the President fell like a wet blankOF
Taft he said appeared as counsel publican party."
guilty parties."
et on the Congress. As a result of it for the Sugar Trust.
Reviewing the history of the sugar four or five resolutions, including one
Sugar Trust Gets Busy.
The New Mexrca.i Printing Comtrust, and especially recent fraudulent bf my own, providing for a congres"This situation," he said, "discloses
acts in underweighing raw sugar for sional investigation of the methods of the fact that in the hour of their pany has on hand a large supply ot
the purpose of defrauding the govern- the Sugar Trust sleep the sleep that greatest stress the managers of this paas and tablets suitable for school
ment of millions of revenue, Mr. knows no waking in the committee on most infamous of all corporations work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and
good everywhere. We
rules, of the House, and this com- - were as resourceful as ever. Matters will merchants;
Rainey said:
ft rents m book form.
sell
thero
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will continue
"The situation in brief is
had been so arranged that a Sugar
SANTA FE,
MEXICO
as it has been in the past, the Trust lawyer became attorney general
Prominent stockholders and
'
rectors of the Sugar Trust are in graveyard of those meritorious
of the United States, and the brother
TO
danger, or at least they were lures which might, if reported out, of the President of the United States
not long- ago; the doors of our peni- - prove detrimental to the progress of became openly one of the attorneys
tentiaries were opening for many of, the Republican party."
for the Sugar Trust."
them. They have, however, succeed-- j
Citing the "growing" deficit in the He was aware he said that the ated, through their control of the Re- - treasury, the impossibility of
torney general had read into tne
party, in bringing about this ing city mail delivery in 25 or 30 cities Congressional Record a statement demost delightful arrangement:
of the country, and picturing the hope- - nying that he had been an attorney
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pathy for its officials in their
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has not yet stated how the enormous
And these thieves," he said, "spend fee
"The general counsel for the Sugar
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WHEN SOUTHWEST WAS
THOUGHT A DESERT.

WANT

Passing of Old Camp Verde Recalls
o
the Terrors of the Llano
Esta-cad-

Import Camels.
FOR REN'T Furnished room with
106 Johnson Si.
Gentleman.

San Antonio, Texas, April 15.
With the passing of old Camp Verde
a rather interesting chapter of the
history of the Great Southwest has
been reopened. The old camp was for
many years both an outpost of civilization and the last port of call of the
traveler wlho braved the dangers of
the desert that lay to the west. After
leaving Camp Verde there was little
to be expected but lack of everything
and a plentitude of Indians. Water
especially was hard to get; there were
no wells and journeys, therefore, had
to be timed and routed so as to allow
for frequent touch with the few rivers
to be met on a westward trip. Those
were the days when the Llano Esta-cadwas a thing of real meaning and
when it extended clear through to the
Rio Grande.
But a route to the Pacific slope
through Texas, New Mexico and Art
zona was a necessity from many
points of view, not least of all from

bath.

WANTED Oir! for general house
work at YickRoy's, Capital avenue.
FOR REN'T Three furnished rooms
or housekeeping.
406 San Francisco

treet.

f

FOR

SALE Typewriter ribbons
satisfaction or your money back,
Stripling, Burrows & Company.
50c,

j

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

o

military considerations, and for this
reason the United States government
made every effort to establish and
maintain one. But the task was so
great that it seemed entirely too
much for the horse or mule. Animals
of burden, however, were absolutely
necessary to the traveler in those
parts and for this reason the camel

was decided upon.
There are a few people who are ac
quainted with this experiment, unique
as it is in American history. The importation of the animals and the
building of a suitable caravansery
were undertaken simultaneously by
the government, Old Camp Verde was
built at a cost of $14,000, a sum
amounting to about $60,000 in present equivalents.
It was constructed
of stone and concrete with walls two
feet thick and strong enough to defy
the Indians. Lumber used in it had
to be brought from the port of Indian-ola- ,
was
which shortly afterwards
swallowed up by the Gulf and which
today is merely a memory.
The caravansery was hardly completed when the camels arrived. An
odd bunch they were. There were
freighters from Asia Minor and dromedary from Egypt and Arabia. Newspapers were scarce in those days and
the people of many a Texas town
gaped in wonderment as the strange
procession passed them.
But with the camels the languor
of the Orient seemed to have been imported, which, added to the manana of
Mexico, resulted in the camels getting
to Camp Verde and no further. Caravans crossing the great American
desert were never seen and the camels liberally ate their Iheads off by
browsing on Texas mesquite, white
thorn and cactus. Up to a few years
ago there could still be seen at Camp

Verde an Egyptian shaduf that hauled
the water from a well, though the
bucket on the beam had long gone to
To tlhis degree the caravan
pieces.
route had been orientalized. Of course
the camel drivers were Americans.
There were ten of them under the
of a camel master who
never did more than draw his monthly
salary of $100, a remuneration whicn
had to be promised Mm for life before he accepted the job one, too,
which he is still drawing according to
last accounts.
For over ten years the camels remained at Camp Verde in iddylic
idleness and then they were sold to
men in Mexico and California.

The Swine or the Flower?

daughter are in town today. This
family comes from northern Indiana
and they are seeking a less rigorous
climate and a place where fruit and alfalfa can be grown profitably. Mr.
Brads! rater said that the Mimbres
valley filled the bill.
Senator Upton is in town today, on
bN return from El Paso.
Cnarles D. Nelson, the veteran cow
man from the Black range country
am' former sheriff of Grant county, is
spending a few days in Deming.

Oh me! I saw a huge and loathsome sty,
Wherein a drove of wallowing swine were barred,
Whose banquet shocked the nostril and the eye;
Then spoke a voice, "Behold the source of LARD!"
I fled, and saw a field that seemed at first
One glistening mass of roses pure and white,
With dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage nursed;
And as I lingered o'er the lovely sight,
The summer breeze that cooled that Southern scene,
Whispered, "Behold the source of COTTOLENE!''

"Nature's Gift from the Sunny South'
a pure and wholesome frying and
Medals
tion; and

COTTOLENE is
shortening
medium, made from refined cottonseed oil. There is not an ounce
of hog fat in it to make food unwholesome, greasv and indigestible.
As evidence of irs superiority, COTTOLENE received Grand
Prize (highest possible award) at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi- -

Made only by

Plays

r

The great theatrical success already
produced in Chicago will be seen at
the Elks theater on Wednesday night
when Mort H. Singer will present Ho
mer B. Mason in the Princess Theater
Cinderella."
success, "A Stubborn
This artistic and classy quality music
al play enjoyed a run of over four

ya:y

'
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MISFORTUNE FOLLOWS
FAMILY AT GREELEY.

Gold
(also representing highest awards in each
case) at the Charleston Exposition, the Paris Exposition, and the
Chicago World's Fair, la fact, in every cae where COTTO- LENE has been exhibited in competition with other cooking fats
it has invariably been granted the highest award.

Colo., April 13. A new
the story of the
Robbins family was added when Mrs.
Cecil Robbins Tummon brought suit
in the district court asking divorce
from the Rev. Frederick Tummon, formerly rector of Trinity Episcopal
church of Greeley, now in charge of a
parish at Spearfish. S. D., on the
ground of
The plaintiff, who is beautiful and
accomplished, spent her girlhood 'in
Greeley. Before meeting the young
rector she was engaged to a traveling
salesman.
The wedding invitations
had been issued, but on the appointed
day the bridegroom failed to appear.
The bride learned later that he had
a wife and children in the east.
Two years ago Mrs. Tummon's onl.i
sister. Mrs. Carrie Tolleson, and her
husband, J. H. Tolleson of Ault,Colo.,
carried out a suicide pact. The cause
of the act was never learned. The
Robbins family is one of the oldest in
Greeley.
Greeley,

chapter

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago.
i

in

d

t.

Players
hundred performances at the Princess
theater, Chicago, and last summer du- plicated in Boston its Chicago run of
a year ago.
,
Delightful wit and four distinct yet

j

complete and enhancing love stories,1
music which is catchy enough to be;
really popular, yet pretentious enough!
to please the most fastidious lover of

high art, and a fine company of players headed by Homer B. Mason, have
combined to make "A Stubborn Cinderella" the best of all the Howard,
Hough and Adams musical comedies,
the most talked of play of their long
list of successes.
To transport this
production in its entirety as seen during its run in Chicago, New York and
Boston, requires three special sixty-foo- t
baggage cars and a traveling
working crew of eight stage mechanics.
The seat sales opens tomorrow
morning at Fischer's drug store.

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Santa Fe, ss:
In Probate Court.
In the matter of the estate of
Nar-cis-

o

Mondragon, deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, administrator of the estate of
N'arciso Mondragon, deceased, to the
creditors of, and all persons having
claims against the said deceased to
exhibit them, with the necessary
vouchers, within the time prescribed
by law, to said administrator.
REMIGIO MONDRAGON,

Administrator.

NOTICE.
Deprament of Territorial Engineer.
Number of Application 409.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the
9th day of March, 1910, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, H. C. Kinsell and J. M. Reeves
of Stanley, County of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico, made an applica
tion to the Territorial Engineer of
New Mexico for a nermit to annro- priate from the public waters of the
Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be mado
from Armijo arroyo, at points Res. No.
1 NE. Cor. Sec. 27 T. 11 N. R. 10 E.
brs. N. 10 degrees 53 minutes E. 29C0
ft., dist. Res. No. 2
Cor. on S. of
Sec. 29 T. 11 X. R. 10 E. brs. S. 69 degrees 46 minutes" W. bv means of di
version, and storage, i:.S4 ft. dist. and
42.92 cu. ft. per sec. and or 10,190.9
ae. tt. is to be conveved to Sees, ill
'TS
- 1 -- 7 , Q..., or; oiu 01 uo;- nuu tilln jill
11 N. R. 9 E. Sees. 2S, 29, 30,
31, 32 al in T. 11 N. R. 10 E., Sees.
4, , 5, 6, T. 10 N. R. 10 E. Sees. 4, 9,
11. 12, 1, 2, 3, 10, T. 10 N. R. 9 E.
by
means of ditches and reservoirs and
there used for irrigation of 13000

ix

n.

i

The

caravansery itself served as a prison
for federal soldiers during the Civil
War and for a short time afterwards
served as a bulwark against the Indians. After that it fell to pieces. In
1870 it was formally abandoned by
the United States government and for
a short term a force of Texas rangers were stationed there.
Today Camp Verde is a thing of the
past and its site is no more on the
edge of the desert. Prospering communities have sprung up around and
far beyond it. All that remains are
a few smoe blackened walls for on
March 26 of this year fire destroyed
'it, incidentally demanding a victim in
the person of Thomas Blair of Hamilton, Ohio, who was sleeping in one
of the rooms.
The first commanding officer of
Camp Verde was Captain Innis L.
Palmer, afterwards general, in whose
memories may be found the account
of the most interesting experiment
ever made by the United States gov
ernment that of establishing a caravan route across the American

4

o-
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In "A Stubborn

GATHERING STATISTICS
ficial statistics on private irrigation,
OF IRRIGATION.
and the fact that tlhis distinct gain is
One of the Important Tasks of the made to the cause of irrigation is due
entirely to the National Irrigation
Census Enumerator Who Starts
Congress.
His Work Today.
Secretary Arthur Hooker of the national
15.
Colo.,
organization first took this matPueblo,
April
Today
when the census enumerator begins ter up, and had the active and earnest
his work throughout the country, he assistance of the board of control of
will have a duty to perform that the eighteenth congress at Pueblo.
means much to irrigation and is a
Through these forces congressional
tribute to the labors of the Na- aid was invoked, and, though the
census office demurred at first and intional Irrigation Congress.
Under the recent amendment by sisted it would be better to permit
Congress' of the census act, due to special agents later, in a year or two,
the alertness of Senator Heyburn of to get this Information, that office
Idaho and Representative Madison of finally recommended the new legislaKansas, Mondell of Wyoming, and tion and In February President Taft
Martin of Colorado, the closest in- signed the bill.
quiry, through the agriculturaf schedThe act provided that there shall be
ule, will be paid to private irrigation ascertainment of the capital invested
plants, and a thorough and accurate in private irrigation plants; the charofficial tabulation made that will be of acter of the plant; the acreage under
inestimable value in the next decade. water; the cost to place it under waIt will be the first effort the gov- ter; the nature of the crop and the
ernment has ever made to obtain of-- acreage to irrigated crops The scope
Jfts-tin-

FOR REN'T
city,

In most delightful part
house with
cellar; new bath, electric lights,
rich
telephone, acre of
garden,
small
young
orchard,
fruits,
city and aeequia water, yards for 200
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
of

ct

.

m .it
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ORANGE GIRLS.
ill Be Seen at the Elks' Theater Wednesday

Cinderella" Which W

of the inquiry is broad, and doubtless
will result in securing a vast fund of
valuable information.
In most irrigated sections, great
care has been exercised in the selection of enumerators who understand
the significance of this amended census act, and who will be as careful in
getting their figures on this irrigation
information as they will be in getting
the correct number of inhabitants.
It is therefore important that both
enumerator and enumerated

Hi
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The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 11th of July, 1910, and all per
sons who may oppose the granting of
the above application must file their
objections substantiated with affida
vits (properly backed with application
number), with the Territorial 'Engi-nee- r
on or before that date.

J

VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.

Night.

and vicjnity inspecting homestead improvements and attending to other
matters in line with his duties as .special agent. He was joined here today by Mr. Ridelinger, also in the government service, and together they
are to make a tour of inspection south
twenty-fiv- e
miles and west and north
as far as Silver City, and then to the
Mogollon district.
They will return
to this point in about two weeks. Mr.
Farmer expresses himself as greatly
pleased with the Mimbres valley. He
to this end that this information, was very much surprised to find the
when secured and tabulated, will be development which has taken place
accurate and possess the great value here in the last year and was espe- to the investor, the farmer, and the
engineer that it is hoped will be the
case.

SPECIAL AGENT FARMER
IN LUNA COUNTY.
(Special Correspondence of the New
Mexican.)
Deming, N. M., April 15. John W.
Farmer, special U. S. land agent, has
spent the last two days In Deming

acres.

X

NOTICE.
dally impressed by the permanent naof New Mexico,
ture of the improvements which are Territory of
Santa Fe. ss.
County

new being made upon the land in the
vicinity of Deming. "The abundance
and purity of your water," said Mr.
Farmer as he stood by one of the irrigating wells which was delivering
about two thousand gallons per minute, "is together with the healthful-nes- s
of your climate sufficient
to
build your country up and make it
rich and populous, aside from the demonstrated fertility of your soil."
The board of directors of the cham
ber of commerce will meet tonight,
H. H. Bradstrater
and wife and

In Probate Court.

In the matter of the estate of
James Wallace Raynolds, deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, administratrix, of the es
tate of James Wallace Raynolds, deceased, to the creditors, and all persons having claims against the said
deceased, to exhibit them, with the
necessary vouchers, within the time
prescribed by law, to the said administratrix.
j

BROWNIE B. RAYNOLDS,

Administratrix.

mm wsmmmsi

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

Red, White and Yellow

FRANK PIERCE

WHY NOT TRY DRY FARMING
CLOSE TO THE MOUNTAINS?

Minor City Topics.

No

FRIDAY, APRIL

TESTIFIED

SUFFRAGETTES

15, 1910.

IN SESSION.

TODAY.

i

(Continued from Page One.)
(Continued From Page One.?
Sees Opportunities,
granted. He was given until April 1
Without Irrigation, Near Santa
for
to
affirmance
there
four
being
tices,
NOTICE Typewriter ribbons 50c.'
Work.
produce proofs of his allegations,
His
Fe Talks of
satisfaction or your money back. Car-- 1 'It. does seem possible that dry and four against, the ninth member Meanwhile, we are losing no time in
bon paper as low, same guarantee. farming can be carried on successful-Striplin- not sitting.
working in our campaign."
"No written opinion was rendered
Burrows c Company.
Open Air Speakers.
y near the mountains in this region,"
could not be in the nature of the
. .
Train Very Late Santa Fe train
D Tiniey, the agricul- - ard
prof
April 15. A symposium
Washington,
case, because of the even division of on
No. 3 from the east, due this noon, tural
and who has been travel-wa- s tVtti incitioc
open air meetings was one of the
expert
ASiriAntt
oironlu
Paint)'
reported six to eight hours late
features of
.R
afternoon session, at
lnterests of dry farming at their
decin merely amounted to an which some the
today on account of the storm in Kan- - behest of tne Santa Fe railroad. Pro-of the open air workers
on
lower
court
of
the
affirmance
sas and Colorado.
v. Aviiuiif-v.fessor Tinsiey was seen at the Palace .lese
luiii tjAucucuLca aiiu cave
particular cases without any
Will Be Great Game of Ball The i10tei this morning. He said that he
case
force
in
any subsequent
bmdmg
air gatherings.
Peerless, a splendid team, will on wouid inspect some land owned by J. that may arise for violation of the
.
Susan W. Fitzgerald, of Boston, de- ..
,
Sunday afternoon cross bats with St. - Xorment, president of the Capital
J? clared three things essential to the
Michael's college team at the college ci'ty Bank, and see what could be done;
grazing on the national forests. It successful out of door speaker in the
An interesting combat is nn ,. without irrigation.
grounds.
should be perfectly clear that if Judge
anticipated.
"I have been visiting the dry farm Wellburn (the trial judge) had re- cause of equal franchise. They were,
Will Take Office Monday The new- - ing stations," he continued, "and I fused to sustain the demurrers and she said, a dogged determination to
make good no matter what occurs;
ly elected mayor and city officials will expect good results from the little the defendants had appealed the case
carrying power; an un-- ,
take office Monday. The city council organizations of three to five farmers i.n the supreme court, this decision voices of good
nf
the cniriiortpo n iinwflp
rldratnnHinp
will meet again tomorrow night to wh are experimenting in the dry would have been affirmed with equal
of
mental
adjustment and a sense of
transact business left over from last farming district. The altitude of these force.
humor.
night's meeting.
dilStricts ranges from 3,500 to 8,000 j It is the intention of the secretary
"Some people stop from curiosity
Ricardo Alarid's Daughter Dead
feet. One of the objects sought after of agriculture to request the attor- - when they see a woman speaking,"
Stella Alarid, the seven months' old n experiment work is the discovery of ney general to bring another similar said Miss
Fitzgerald.
daughter of Ricardo Alarid, died of a variety of corn best adapted to New cause before the supreme court as
because they think it is
stop
"Many
stomach trouble last night. The fun- jfexico. About thirty varieties now soon as one arises, in the hope that a salvation army
meeting, or someone
eral will take place at 2 o'clock to-- arp being tried out t0 ascertain the there, may be a full bench and that
medicines; others
patent
advertising
morrow afternoon from the Cathedral. begt
a final and authoritative decision of
0e. In regard to potatoes, fif-- 1 Ihe
stop' because it is warm and they are
court will be Tendered. Pending azy and it iS easier to stand still than
Frank A. Hubbell Acquitted The t n varieties are being looked over
trial of Frank A. Hubbell on an old and eventually the best suited to the thi time the supreme court renders to move on.
"You've got to go where the people
political charge of embezzlement, country will be found. Another ex- - such a decision the regulations will
came to an abrupt end in district periment is being made with small continue to be enforced to a full ex-- are," counseled the speaker. "It is
as in the past and no change will solutely useless to expect them to
court at Albuquerque yesterday when grain to see if it can be planted late
' '
be
made
in the present system of come to you.. The audience not only
counon
A.
motion
of
Abbott
Ira
Judge
s0 as to ripen in the fall.
isel for defendant directed a verdict j "There can be no question of the regulating grazing on the national win not come oif the thoroughfare to
;of acquittal.
truth of Secretary Wilson's declara- - forest unless it is caused by specific a quiet spot, but wont cross the street,
"This means you have got to face
Elks Install Officers The B. P. O. tion made on a recent tour in the east, act of Congress.
,The national forester states that the question of noise, and we found
E. installed officers Wednesday night that all the farmers need to do is to
afterward a lunch was served. The farm scientifically, if they would get the courts do not question the iright- that a trolley transfer point or some
officers are. Exacted ruler, A. J. Fisch- - results. If one crop does not suit of the government to enforce its reg- equally busy place was about the best
er, esteemed leading knight, Frank P. their lands they should try another, ulations by civil actions, but clearly for the meeting. It is hard to have
violations of these regulations can- - to talk down tlhe noise of cars, but
Sturges; esteemed loyal knight,' Carl but at the same time ttoey must be not be held as criminal
nor punish- it is a lot more encouraging than to
Bishop; esteemed lecturing knight, governed by experience of others or able
as such.
talk to nobody.
trann P. Biandy; secretary, Jose u. hy the advice, of experts. Haphazard
"There is no use having a prear-- .
Sena; treasurer, Frank E. Nuding; armlng days are over
CHANTICLEER
ATTACKS
T.
subject. If you find they do
P.
Carlos
ranged
trustee,
Creamer;
tyler,
THREE YEAR OLD CHILD, not respond to your points drop them
Gable- IDEMAND RESIGNATION OF
and take up something that does hit
Mission to Open Father Vogt, the
MISSISSIPPI LEGISLATOR.
But for Timely Arrival of Mother the them. The plea of democracy, the
15.
noted Redemptorist pulpit orator, ihas
ConcludMiss.,
Jackson,
April
.need of the working woman and the
Baby Would Have Been Killed
arrived and will open the mission for ing their afternoon session with the
4ax
Rooster.
By
paying argument tell best," said
the English speaking Catholics in San- adoption by a margin of one vote of
speaker,
ta Fe at 9:30 o'clock Sunday morn-- ! a resolution sustaining State Senator "Denver, Colo., April 15 Hearing
Work in New Hampshire.
son, Mrs.
ing. At 7:30 p. m. will be the recital. Theodore Bilbo, the state senate late the screams of her
of the rosary followed by sermon and last night adopted another resolution Martha McRoy ran into the barn in! Washington, April 15. Mary N.
the rear of her home, 145 Clarkson Chase, president of the New Hamp-stree- t,
n
benediction.
The importance of the demanding that he tender (his
and found the baby bleeding shire Woman Suffrage
was emphasized recently by nation and bitterly criticising his ac- Association,
both the archbishop and by the vicar tions in connection with his charge from a dozen cuts made by a large presented a report showing the chief
general, the Very Rev. Antonio Four- of irregularities during the recent rooster, which when beaten away by effort of the year in New Hampshire,
Mrs. McRoy, was in the act of making in addition to securing names to the
chegu. All those who can attend it senatorial contest.
another jump at the boy's face. Mrs. national petition, had been the
y
are welcome to do so.
WOOL WAREHOUSE TO BE
in telling of the incident said: tical conversion of the state grange
Gumption That will be the subject
BUILT AT DENVER. "I was in the kitchen when I heard to Woman Suffrage.
B tonight of Professor Pettengill's lec- Denver,
Colo.,
April 15. Officers of Jimmie screaming in the barn. I hur-- 1
A paper or discussion on tne sub- ture. Somehow, it seems like a very
Denver chamber of commerce, ried out and found him crouched in ject was required in every local body
the
appropriate subject in Santa Fe. Pro- which has been trying for some time a corner, with ihis hands covering his
by order of the lecturers and in that
fessor Pettengill was in conference to
get a freight rate on wool that face as much as he could, watching way the movement was brought to
with the public school teachers today would prove
advantageous to the es- the big rooster's attack. I didn't know the
of 30,000 members of
and visited different rooms. The en tablishment of a big central wool how many rushes the rooster had the attentionSome
grange.
fifty or more Gran-mad- e
thusiasm he aroused among the pupils warehouse at this point, last night anat the baby, but his face and gers competed for a prize for the best
was simply wonderful and a great nounced that
arrangement had been hands were" cut and bleeding, and I'm essay on woman suffrage,
treat is in store for those who this made with the railroads which ii? sure if I had not driven
the chickens
Governor Quimby and Mrs. Quimhy
evening will attend the lecture in the sured the success of tihe project. The away they would have killed my boy." are members of the state association,
high school auditorium. The lecture warehouse will be erected in time to The rooster was killed when the in- - Mrs. Chase reported, and their names
is free and begins at eight o'clock.
handle next year's clip.
head the state petition.
jured boy's father arrived home.
(Continued

From Pago Two.)
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ab-te- nt

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
Plone

1 i.

F. ANDREWS

-

,
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YA.RDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
satisfaction assured
rlnol ULflSb CORRICK'S HACK LINE Kf0ProD
HACK SERVICE

PoF;rKes

Buggies and Saddle Horses

i
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prac-McRo-
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THE ONLY STORE IN THE CITY FOR
GOODS AT BARGAINS.

UP-TO-DA-

TE

FOR THIS WEEK
ONLY WE OFFER A SPECIAL
SALE ON LADIES SUITS AND SKIRTS WHICH
I SECURED ON MY TRIP EAST. WE HAVE ONE HUNDRED
Suits and Two Hundred Skirts as Sample line. No two alike- Of the latest
and fashion in the market. The original price on suits from $20.00 to $45.00 per suit
under this sale they will go from $12.50 to $20.00. There is a saving of over 100
cent. Skirls
per
from $7.50 to$18 00, now from $5.00 to $10.00. Call in and see the handsome display and
pick your Summer Suit. WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD MANY OTHER
BARGAINS WHICH I SECURED EAST AND WHICH ARE
NOW BEING SOLD AT THE
-

SAME MARGIN.

Fa-br- ci

